FRENCH BEE APPROVES AND WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE INTRODUCTION OF AN EUROPEAN SANITARY PASSPORT

Paris-Orly, 29 March 2021 – French bee, airline of the Dubreuil Group, will soon be involved in the process initiated by the 27 members of the European Union who are working on a sanitary travel certificate. This passport aims to facilitate intra-European travel for people vaccinated or immunized against Covid-19 or holding a valid negative PCR test. The details were presented on March 28 by Thierry Breton, European Leader for the Common Market.

Since the beginning of the Covid-19 sanitary crisis, French bee has offered its customers services adapted to the current situation. These services aim to facilitate the customer journey throughout their travel: introduction at Orly Airport in July 2020 of a test center dedicated to customers wishing to take a PCR test, sanitary conditions strictly applied at each stage of the journey, 100% flexible tickets, COVID assistance offered, a health pass trial (AOK Pass) deployed since March 19.

Today, French bee is looking forward to implement the sanitary passport which will allow its customers to travel with greater ease and guarantee health protection in the overseas territories (Tahiti and Reunion Island belong to the European Union).

French bee welcomes:

• A proposal at European level,
• The creation of a unique source known to all,
• Improving the understanding of the measures taken for all of its customers.

All the health and commercial measures can be viewed: HERE